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ABSTRACT 

Corpus linguistics learns about language with the help of modern computer technology in 

language data collection. language corpora are one of the important aspects related to 

langaunge corpora is a matter of copyright, especially if the findings from the corpus will 

be disseminated through handouts or published in any form.The research explored the 

field of computational linguistics to find the meaning of Creative Writing Context in 

online learning during pandemic. Corpus-based research is also considered as a broad 

approach to qualitative research or as a method for gathering qualitative data. more than 1 

million sentences that connect creative words with writing. Broadly speaking, if we are 

looking for creative words, it will be related to writing. 
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INTRODUCTION 
As we know, we are currently 

experiencing the Covid 19 pandemic 

era. This virus reportedly originated in 

Wuhan China. This pandemic has 

affected all areas of life, including 

education. The offline system that has 

been in use must be changed quickly 

with the online system. Online Learning 

encompasses a range of technologies 

such as the worldwide web, email, chat, 

new groups and texts, audio and video 

conferencing delivered over computer 

networks to impart education. (Dhull, 

2017)  Another opinion from Online 

learning is a form of distance learning or 

distance education, which has long been 

a part of the American education 

system, and it has become the largest 

sector of distance learning in recent 

years (Nguyen, 2015). From the 

explanation above, it can be shown that 

online learning involves several 

renewable technologies such as links to 

websites around the world, email, chat, 

new groups and texts, audio and video 

messages which are of course related to 

education and delivered via computer 

networks to provide additional 

knowledge. education. Online learning 

has also long been a part of the 

American education system, and has 

become the biggest distance learning 

option in recent years. 

Teachers, students and even 

parents are forced to change systems 

quickly. The changes can be seen in 

three aspects, namely teachers, students 

and parents. The first aspect is seen 

from a teacher must have a teaching 

strategy that is innovative, practical, and 

does not burden students. The second 

aspect seen from a student can be seen 

from the morning habits of having to be 

ready in front of their laptop or 

smartphone. And the third aspect is seen 

from the parents of students, as we 

know that parents of students are forced 

to follow the course of their children's 

learning.   In the online learning process 

at home, we often find several problems 

such as lost networks, laptops 

overheating, and blackout. 

From some of the explanations 

above, a teacher must have an 

innovative strategy for the learning 

process, especially in English subjects. 
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how a teacher should make students still 

creative in language. This study focuses 

on how the pre-service students' 

strategies in creative writing. Writing is 

very important to us as the 

communication‟s tool. It can create the 

idea, thought and feeling, as the tool for 

revealing the knowledge and life 

experience on writing language. 

(Widodo; & Lustiyantie, 2019). 

The “ingredients” of creative 

writing that are differentially underlined 

in each of the domains cited above 

belong thematically and conceptually to 

six broad categories of six factors: (1) 

general knowledge and cognition, (2) 

creative cognition, (3) executive 

functioning, (4) motivation and other 

conative characteristics, (4) linguistic 

and literary, (6) psychomotor. (Barbot 

et al., 2012) 

It can be concluded that there are 

six aspects of creative writing that are 

closely related to one another. (1) 

general knowledge and cognition, which 

includes intelligence, especially verbal 

intelligence and working memory. (2) 

creative cognition, creative writing 

requires originality, or the ability to 

generate unique ideas and selective 

combinations. (3) executive function, 

the function here is exemplified as 

planning and organizing ideas, which is 

the core of the writing process. (4) 

motivation and other conative 

characteristics, there are two types of 

motivation here, the first is intrinsic 

motivation that comes from within 

oneself and extrinsic motivation that 

comes from outside or motivation from 

others. (5) linguistics and literature, 

things that need to be considered are the 

ability to construct sentence structures 

and construct meaning using context; 

elaboration, detail; description, the use 

of words to evoke the reader's 

visualization and imagination. (6) 

psychomotor, the psychomotor factor 

here is something related to muscle 

work and physical abilities. 

There is another opinion which 

explains that the inclusion of creative 

writing in the language teaching 

practices is justified due to several 

reasons: First, creative writing aids 

language development at the level of 

grammar, vocabulary, and discourse. 

Second, creative writing fosters 

„playfulness‟, which encourages learners 

to play creatively with the language, to 

explore the language and discover things 

not only about the language but about 

themselves (Kırkgöz, 2014). In 

conclusion, there are two reasons the 

inclusion of creative writing in language 

teaching practice is justified for several 

reasons: First, creative writing fosters 

language development at the grammar, 

vocabulary and discourse levels. 

Second, creative writing fosters 'fun', 

which encourages students to play 

creatively with language.  

Research on creative writing or 

online learning has probably been done 

by many previous researchers. However, 

in this study researchers will find 

novelty in the form of English Corpora 

Research: The Meaning of Writing and 

Creative Contexts In Online Learning 

During Pandemic. The results of this 

study are expected to become a 

reference list for researchers who will 

develop creative writing, online learning 

and teaching strategies in this pandemic 

era. Finally, the researchers hope that 

the results of this study will be useful as 

a reference list for researchers who will 

develop creative writing, online learning 

and teaching strategies in this pandemic 

era, for teachers to become more 

knowledgeable about strategies in 

teaching creative writing during this 

pandemic.  

There are several opinions 

regarding the linguistic corpus, the first 

of which is from (T McEnery., 2012) 
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explained Corpus linguistics is the study 

of language data on a large scale – the 

computer-aided analysis of very 

extensive collections of transcribed 

utterances or written texts. As the 

opinion from (S Dash, 2010) The 

uniqueness corpus linguistics lies in its 

way of using modern computer 

technology in collection of language 

data, methods used in processing 

language databases, techniques used in 

language data and information 

retrieval, and strategies used in 

application of these in all kinds 

language-related research and 

development activities. Last opinion 

from (Keck, 2012)   Corpus linguistics 

is an area of applied linguistics that 

uses computer technology to analyze 

large collections of spoken and written 

texts, or corpora, which have been 

carefully designed to represent specific 

domains of language use, such as 

informal conversation or academic 

writing. 

It can be concluded that Corpus 

linguistics learns about language with 

the help of modern computer technology 

in language data collection. There is a 

collection of words that are explained 

extensively using the methods and 

techniques used in processing and 

developing database languages and the 

field of applied linguistics which 

analyzes large collections of oral texts. 

and writing.   

When talking about language 

corpora, there are several opinions from 

previous researchers. According to  

(Flowerdew, 2009) In addition, the 

linguistic An important aspect related to 

creating corpora is the issue of 

copyright, especially if findings from a 

corpus will be distributed via a handout 

or published in any form.content of 

corpora is different from what is 

experienced by individuals in real life, 

many of them consisting largely of 

written language. It can be concluded 

that language corpora are one of the 

important aspects related to langaunge 

corpora is a matter of copyright, 

especially if the findings from the 

corpus will be disseminated through 

handouts or published in any form. 

Based on (S Dash, 2010) There 

are several important parts of the corpus, 

namely: 1) Quantity, must be large in 

size which contains a lot of data both in 

oral and written form. 2) Quality, all 

texts must be obtained from the samples 

of actual speech and writing. 3) 

Representation, it must include samples 

of various t, ex. 4) Simplicity contains 

plain text in a simple format. 5) 

Equality, the sample used in the corpus 

must be even. 6) Retreavability, for data, 

information, examples, and references 

must be easily taken from the corpus by 

end users. 7) Verifiability, Corpus must 

be open to any kind of empirical 

verification. 8) Augmentation, it must be 

increased regularly. 9) Documentation, 

the complete information of the 

components must be separated from the 

text itself. 

Based on  (Bibber, D. Ripper, 

2014) The corpus consists of four main 

characteristics, 1) The Corpus Approach 

is empirical, analyzing the actual 

patterns of language use in natural texts. 

2) The Corpus Approach utilizes a large 

and principled collection of naturally 

occurring texts as the basis for analysis. 

3) The Corpus Approach makes 

extensive use of computers for analysis. 

4) The Corpus Approach depends on 

both quantitative and qualitative 

analytical techniques.  According to 

Hunston in (Baker, 2010) The important 

distinction that many corpus linguists 

make is of two kinds is between the 

general corpora (sometimes called the 

reference) and the particular corpora. 
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METHOD 

Based on the type of data, this research 

is a corpus-based research because the 

corpus data used is a text which is a 

sentence containing Indonesian idioms 

based on animal names. Corpus-based 

research is also considered as a broad 

approach to qualitative research or as a 

method for gathering qualitative data. 

The application used is english-

corpora.org using IWeb. In conclusion, 

this research is a descriptive study. This 

study aims to describe, provide 

explanations on an ongoing basis, and 

accurately, with regard to data. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The researcher used is iWeb or The 

Intelligent Web-based Corpus. By using 

this corpus, the writer can see the 

meaning of the words with clearly. The 

word creative having a meaning as the 

ability or power tocreate, promoting 

construction or creation and having the 

power to bring into being.   

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

The word of creative has synonyms are 

creative, imaginative, ingenious, 

innovative, inspired, inventive, original, 

productive and resourceful.  

 

 

 

 

The topics area from the word 

“creative” are: 

 

 

 

 

 

The followings are collocates made 

from the word „creative‟ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The followings are clusters made from the word „creative‟

 
 

 

The example context from the word “creative” in IWeb 
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1 about.me   theatre, history and politics. I also have an MA (MSc) 

in Creative Writing from the University of Edinburgh, 

which I received in 2012 with distinction. 

2 teamworkonline.com    brainstorming sessions for upcoming events and 

campaign qwx30052 # A Bachelors Degree in 

journalism, creative writing, communications or a related 

discipline. # At least two years of writing 

3 district112.org   engineering, tv production, medicine, finance, IT security, 

real estate, creative writing, law and education. This 

opportunity encourages students to think about life choices 

4 davidson.edu    area(s) of interest below. # If you would like to apply for 

the Cornwell Creative Writing Scholarship, a Music 

Scholarship, or the Pepper Visual Art Scholarship, do 

5 vhslearning.org     1537801 qwx69871 Creative Writing # 

Syllabus qwx69877 # The semester will begin with 

thought, reading, on-line 

6 sandiegounified.org    least one of the following arts disciplines: Dance, 

Dramatic Arts, Music, Creative Writing, and/or 

Visual/Media Arts. Special Education Audition Policy for 

SCPA # Modifications 

7 choosechicago.com    teaches piano at Oak Park's Steckman School of Music 

and has an MA in Creative Writing from the University of 

Illinois at Chicago. When she's not working, 

8 cincinnatilibrary.org    and knowledge to do something like that? You'd probably 

have to be a creative writing teacher and also have been 

writing for over ten years. In fact, 

9 youngwriters.co.uk    His poems for children appear in more than 200 

anthologies. # Roger has taught creative writing for adults 

at the University of Sussex and is currently working with 

Roehampton University 

10 vfs.edu    used to read and write a lot. I seriously considered 

pursuing a degree in Creative Writing at some point, but 

decided that it was better suited as a hobby 

11 neabigread.org   , family, and the community to celebrate The Big Write, 

the librarys annual creative writing contest. Refreshments 

will be served and the winners will have the opportunity to 

12 pernillesripp.com    challenge would be and looked forward to writing them. - 

We would also share creative writing pieces from class, 

create diaries of work we did, and share our 

13 alexandrafranzen.com    " can lift someones spirits for the entire day. # Start and 

finish a creative writing project, just because it feels good. 

# If you want to. 

https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/x4.asp?rs=&t=524700&ID=1293288162
https://about.me/cameronconant
https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/x4.asp?rs=&t=580400&ID=1082048069
http://uslsoccer.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/jobs/jobskey.cfm?s=tampa
https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/x4.asp?rs=&t=938200&ID=3904591500
http://cmw.district112.org/our-school/
https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/x4.asp?rs=&t=1280700&ID=830453205
https://www.davidson.edu/admission-and-financial-aid/frequently-asked-questions
https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/x4.asp?rs=&t=1537800&ID=845473358
https://my.vhslearning.org/PublicCourseDescription.aspx?c=543
https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/x4.asp?rs=&t=1830800&ID=3274898453
https://www.sandiegounified.org/schools/school-creative-and-performing-arts/audition-descriptions
https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/x4.asp?rs=&t=2074900&ID=1146556100
https://www.choosechicago.com/blog/post/gentlemans-guide-to-love-and-murder-at-bank-of-america-theatre-slays-with-subversive-comedy-and-a-singing-serial-killer/
https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/x4.asp?rs=&t=2271900&ID=6645209
https://writerinresidence.cincinnatilibrary.org/index.php/about-kurt-dinan/
https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/x4.asp?rs=&t=2559800&ID=696143557
https://www.youngwriters.co.uk/competitions/lets-get-writing-winners.php
https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/x4.asp?rs=&t=2793200&ID=22985455
https://vfs.edu/news/2013/09/04/game-design-grad-finds-early-success
https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/x4.asp?rs=&t=3507800&ID=2541389908
http://www.neabigread.org/communities/?community_id=1142
https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/x4.asp?rs=&t=3665800&ID=2822259483
https://pernillesripp.com/2011/05/28/14-steps-to-meaningful-student-blogging/
https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/x4.asp?rs=&t=4195300&ID=1095602219
http://www.alexandrafranzen.com/2015/12/06/minutes-to-go/
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14 fords.org   of a person who was present at the assassination. It blends 

literacy skills and creative writing with significant historic 

content, and the results have been astonishing. # I 

15 usabaseball.com    's degree in English from Detroit in 1973, a Master of Fine 

Arts in Creative Writing from UNCG in 1977 and a 

Master of Arts in English from Ohio State 

16 nathanbarry.com    , readers expect a regular post but I don't believe 

scheduling them to force creative writing is the correct 

answer for most blogs. # Definitely a very interesting 

technique 

17 archetypes.com    the state of California. Now, in- 2015, he is- retired from 

teaching creative writing at the University of California, 

Riverside and is now a visiting professor in 

18 evilspeculator.com    and out of trouble for a while. qwx61777 # Excellent 

analysis as well as creative writing. If I might criticize one 

thing, the sentence structure-J/K. As you 

19 swarthmore.edu    event. You can complete this assignment as an essay, as a 

exercise in creative writing, or in a multimedia form, but 

you should find some way to 

20 writersdigest.com    for over 13 years before I started writing. My degree isn't 

in English or Creative Writing, therefore I am relearning 

everything. I love articles such as these, 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

Basically, creative writing is a writing 

activity that is oriented to the process or 

way of producing the writing, not just 

the result of the writing. Meanwhile, 

corpus linguistics is the study of 

language based on the large collection 

of "real life" language uses stored in the 

corpora (or corpus) - computerized 

databases created for linguistic research. 

This is also known as a corpus based 

study. The results of this study found 

that creative words are closely related to 

writing. Some of the examples found on 

the IWeb page found english-

corpus.org. Found more than 1 million 

sentences that connect creative words 

with writing. Broadly speaking, if we 

are looking for creative words, it will be 

related to writing. Suggestions for 

researchers who want to determine 

about corpus research are expected to 

add more supportive theories, 

applications and methods to corpus 

research. 
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